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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription that contains the resources in
the following table.
Subnet1 is associated to VNet1. NIC1 attaches VM1 to Subnet1.
You need to apply ASG1 to VM1.
What should you do?
A. Modify the properties of ASG1.

B. Modify the properties of NSG1.
C. Associate NIC1 to ASG1.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Application Security Group can be associated with NICs.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security
-overview#application-security-groups

NEW QUESTION: 2
XYZ corp expects managers to create a variety of reports. Those
reports are always based on the same set of classes, but every
report does not use every class in the set. To simplify report
creation for managers, you create________________________
A. association rules for the classes in this set.
B. numerous sample reports showing how to join the classes.
C. a declare trigger that restricts report class joins to this
set.
D. a template report with every class join predefined.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Match the Performance layer products, applications, or
solutions on the right to their description on the left. (For
each description on the left, select the corresponding solution
from the drop-down list on the right.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.unitysystems.com.au/docs/cc_apac_solution_brochure.p
df
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